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SUBJECT OF RESOLUTION: Situation in Sahel

SUBMITTED TO: The Security Council

The Security Council,

Welcoming the efforts by the Sahel Group of five and Joint Force in fighting terrorism and organized crime,1

Noting the multiple international interests present in the region of the Sahel,2

Deeply Concerned with actions that have resulted in the deaths of multiple humanitarian and economic3

workers that are trying to establish stability and prosperity in the region,4

Emphasizing the need to establish a stable and economically viable power grid for to support development5

in the Sahel region,6

Recgonizing that only 31 percent of the people in the Sahel region have access to electricity,7

Understanding that the best course of action is an African Solution for an African Problem,8

1. Recognizes the request for one billion USD made by the Economic Community of West African States in9

order for strengthening state institutions and establishing a culture of respect for human rights:10

(a) Calls upon Member States to voluntarily provide economic and developmental aid;11

(b) Urges Member States to keep the floor request to a minimum of $200 million;12

2. Creates the Sahel Migratory Intelligence Agency (SMIA), a centralized body of information to better13

serve and respond to the needs of migratory peoples;14

3. Calls upon other entities collecting information in the region to cooperate with SMIA;15

4. Requests that United Nations bodies collecting migratory intelligence in the Sahel region transition their16

operations into a joint effort with the SMIA;17

5. Invites the Secretary-General to appoint the Director of SMIA and other key leadership positions, drawing18

from regional leaders;19

6. Decides that the SMIA mandate will include the following:20

(a) Gathering intelligence on migratory peoples movements and the causal factors of their migration;21

(b) Determining threats against the safety of migratory people;22

(c) Collecting data on the situation as it evolves to be used by the Security Council to determine23

further actions;24

(i) This data will be used for only;25

A. Census information;26

B. Aid apportionment among migratory populations;27

C. To determine the threats facing migratory people;28

7. Electric grids will be built to the specifications of individual Member States, in order to avoid issues29

resulting in joint electrical grids between nations:30

(a) Electric grids will be built to the specifications of individual Member States, in order to avoid31

issues resulting in joint electrical grids between nations;32
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(i) Caps UNDP development grants to subsidize construction costs for power generation facilities at33

15 million dollars;34

8. Supports the action of Sahel region nations in the action to establish a ”Great Green Wall” in order to35

combat the worsening environmental situation in the region:36

(a) Suggests voluntary contribution to the established project to restore one hundred million hectares37

of land for economic redevelopment;38

9. Clarifies that the aid and other efforts contained in this resolution in no way, shape, or form contain39

authorization or call for military action by the United Nations or any other entity.40

Passed, Yes: 15 / No: 0 / Abstain: 0
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